
Colored EVA laminates, tempered eva film glass, EVA toughened
laminated glass factory

Tempered EVA laminates also call tempered EVA film laminated glass, which match with two toughened
glass layers, and EVA interlayer, the EVA interlayer also have different color for choices, EVA film glass like
PVB film glass popular in different projects, main apply in interior uses like partition wall, shower door,
others like facade, curtain wall, for there are many different color could be selected, it’s a very popular
building glass in modern building.

EVA color we generally select by RAL pantone chip, which is international Chip, it’s a bridge for glass
factory discuss well with contractor, as a professional building glass factory in China, JIMY GLASS all the
production shall based on clients accurate requirement, make sure all the glass products could reach their
target.

https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/Safety-Laminated-Glass-with-EVA-PVB-manufacturer-price-for-building.html.html
https://www.glassmanufacturerchina.com/products/13.14mm-663-colored-pvb-laminated-glass-canopy-roof-tinted-tempered-laminated-glass-price.html


Below is International color Pantone chip which could buy everywhere in the world, and eva
film glass projects photos.





Why select EVA film not PVB film in some building projects?

1.Both EVA film and PVB film have different colors, but the color of EVA film have more choices than PVB



film;
2.Sometimes, because of the flow feature of EVA film, which could add other materials, it is widely used to
make the interior decorative laminated glass;
3.EVA film has stronger moisture and heat resistance;
4.EVA film could reduce the possibility of bubbles and delaminate;
5.EVA is more resistant to aging and could maintains its high transparency for a very long time.

Above graph shows the PVB film has an average of 8-9 times higher tendency to permeate water than EVA
film, it’s property gives to EVA film a great advantage compared to PVB in terms of transportation, storage
and use. Not just that also in terms of product resistance against weathering conditions. Normally for
capillarity PVB laminates suffer from water penetration around the edges and glass lamination pieces
angles affecting negatively the durability and the mechanical resistance of the laminate. The following
picture shows how delaminate might happen in a floor glass laminated structure that is subjected to
periodical cleaning jobs:



Specification of tempered EVA film laminates

Glass shape Flat, curved, irregular shape
Glass type EVA film toughened laminated glass, tempered EVA safe glass
Available thickness 4+4mm, 6+6mm, 8+8mm, 10+10mm



Available design

For high light transmittance, have clear glass and ultra clear glass
For decorative, have colored glass, patterned glass, textured glass, ribbed
glass, silk printed glass, etc.
For privacy, have frosted glass, etched glass, smart glass, etc.
Other customized design

Process works Cut into size, drill holes for shower door handle, cut notches for shower door
hinges, other customized processing

Why choose toughened EVA laminated glass from us?

1) Select grade A float glass material with no chips zero bubbles zero scratches and perfect flat surface.
2) Our own advanced temper and laminate machine to guarantee our tempered laminated glass quality,
with splendid temper stress uniformity, the self explosion rate reduce to 0.1%, use top 3 China brand EVA
interlayer make sure zero delaminate and very good quality on glass.
3) Strict quality control according to ISO9001, make sure accurate size, thickness, and process works when
delivery
4)Use customized strong plywood crates with corks separate and plastic film fully covered to guarantee
safety and avoid breaking when sea transportation.
5) Fast respond for after-sales service, any problems will solve soon in around 12-24 hours.

Our professional tempered EVA film laminated glass production flow, every step will have
professional people control quality seriously.



We inspect holes, edges, grooves, size, and thickness of EVA film tempered laminated glass,
piece by piece, make sure every glass in our clients hand will be perfect.

In conclusion, strong packages with very professional disinfection on EVA glass products and
outside of container, make sure every cargoes in our clients hand will be safety.



For every our cooperated and potential clients:

At the moment of Corona Virus spreading worldwide, so many countries are on uncertain way
to handle this issue and protect their people, and its make all human beginning nervous , we
have the same fear in last 2 months, even worse. Luckily, after strong and powerful measures
taken by government, we have got successfully fighting with Virus.

But please take it easy, we believe your country has got some experience from with advanced
and powerful measures, so what should we do during this dangerous period? Maybe we could
share some tips what we get through and turned out to be workable as below, we hope it will
be helpful for you and your families.



A. Change clothes when you back home, and reminder yourself don't touch your eyes, nose,
ears and always keep hands clean by washing it no less than 20 seconds;
B. Please cancel all unnecessary outside activities, stay at home and keep the house clean and
ventilated all the time;
C. Avoid shaking hands, hugs, face to face talking, eyes communications while you outside;
D. Avoid  joining  in  crowed  places,  make  sure  1  meter  distance  with  people  while
communicating, and wearing face mask outside when need face to face with others;
F. Keep good sleep, good meals and drink warm water to enhance our health.

We believed this virus will be homeless if we human beings can draw union to fight together.

Pray for the world!


